Term 3 has been out of this world for the Year 3’s!! We blasted off on a web quest to find out about the planets and also drew scientific diagrams to explain the occurrence of day and night. We wrote dreamtime stories about the creation of the sun, moon and stars and loved painting the planets on our classroom windows.

Science Day was one of the highlights of the term – we loved making popcorn dance and constructing catapults along with looking at the 3D printer, smoke bombs and x-ray images.

We came back to Earth for the Olympics and discovered the Refugee Olympic Team. We also examined the Australian Olympic Team Values and were able to give examples of how we have used these values in our lives so we must be pretty close to becoming Olympians too!!

We also squeezed in lots of fun activities on Numeracy Day and a visit to the Duyfken replica. We all dressed up for the Book Week Assembly and loved creating pixelated artwork of our Book Week characters.

Every astronaut needs a good rocket and a space buggy! We made these in T + E.